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Abstract:

NFPA 59A, EN 1473, AS 3961, call for an automatic ESD systems which imitates following confirmed fire and gas detection in area. It is also mentioned that ESD activation shall neither cause a new hazard situation nor damage a machine or other equipment.

Detection of natural gas which consists of mainly methane in an open area is not easy. Spurious trips following the false alarms and inefficiency of gas detection system are interpreted are the “new hazard situation and unnecessary damage to machine and or other equipment”. Therefore, the new LNG plants are designed more and more without F&G ESD system. Fire & gas detectors initiate the sound and visual alarms and then operator decide how to initiate the emergency shutdown manually through the process shutdown facilities.

We believe that failure rates of $10^{-9}$ required for catastrophic events especially with the new designs could never be achieved where operator only is responsible for emergency shutdown of plant.

In this paper we share our experiences about how we used the results of our fire & explosion assessment to optimise the requirements for ESD, Emergency depressurisation and passive fire protection in a LNG plant.
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